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2

In the last decades, the Mediterranean Sea experienced an increasing trend of
fish stocks in overfishing status. Therefore, management actions to achieve a more
sustainable exploitation of fishery resources are required and compelling. In this study,
a spatially explicit multi-species bio-economic modeling approach, namely, SMART,
was applied to the case study of central Mediterranean Sea to assess the potential
effects of different trawl fisheries management scenarios on the demersal resources.
The approach combines multiple modeling components, integrating the best available
sets of spatial data about catches and stocks, fishing footprint from vessel monitoring
systems (VMS) and economic parameters in order to describe the relationships between
fishing effort pattern and impacts on resources and socio-economic consequences.
Moreover, SMART takes into account the bi-directional connectivity between spawning
and nurseries areas of target species, embedding the outcomes of a larvae transport
Lagrangian model and of an empirical model of fish migration. Finally, population
dynamics and trophic relationships are considered using a MICE (Models of Intermediate
Complexity) approach. SMART simulates the fishing effort reallocation resulting from
the introduction of different management scenarios. Specifically, SMART was applied to
evaluate the potential benefits of different management approaches of the trawl fisheries
targeting demersal stocks (deepwater rose shrimp Parapenaeus longirostris, the giant
red shrimp Aristaeomorpha foliacea, the European hake Merluccius merluccius, and the
red mullet Mullus barbatus) in the Strait of Sicily. The simulated management scenarios
included a reduction of both fishing capacity and effort, two different sets of temporal
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fishing closures, and two sets of spatial fishing closures, defined involving fishers. Results
showed that both temporal and spatial closures are expected to determine a significant
improvement in the exploitation pattern for all the species, ultimately leading to the
substantial recovery of spawning stock biomass for the stocks. Overall, one of the
management scenarios suggested by fishers scored better and confirms the usefulness
of participatory approaches, suggesting the need for more public consultation when
dealing with resource management at sea.
Keywords: vessel monitoring systems, spatial modeling, connectivity, models of intermediate complexity, bioeconomics, management strategy evaluation

INTRODUCTION

fishery sustainability (Hilborn et al., 2004; Sale et al., 2005; Gaines
et al., 2010; Mangano et al., 2015; Liu et al., 2018; Cabral et al.,
2019). Each of these kinds of MMAs is characterized by a different
level of spatial-based restriction of fisheries, which can be in
force for limited periods or all year round. There are 681 MMAs
covering ∼5.3% of the Mediterranean surface area (Pipitone
et al., 2014). However, the advantages/drawbacks of MMAs are
largely debated (Liu et al., 2018). On one side, a large part of
the literature underlines the theoretical and conceptual value of
spatial-based approaches, definitively suggesting that single large
closed areas, or better networks of closed areas, could return
important successes in terms of age structure recovery and risk
reduction toward adverse effects of environmental phenomena
such as global warming or pollution (Allison et al., 2003; Gaines
et al., 2010; De Leo and Micheli, 2015; Churchill et al., 2016).
On the other hand, a growing consensus exists about the need
of pre-assessing the medium and long-term consequences, on
both stocks and fleets, determined by the entry into force of
spatial-based management measures (Abbott and Haynie, 2012;
Bartelings et al., 2015; Cabral et al., 2017; Girardin et al., 2017;
Mormede et al., 2017). In particular, assessing how much the
benefits of closing an area to fisheries are reflected outside the
protected area and the magnitude of the spillover from FRAs to
adjacent fishing grounds is of crucial importance for the correct
understanding of these approaches (Hilborn and Ovando, 2014;
McGilliard et al., 2015).
Within this framework, several studies have underlined the
effects of the adaptation of fishers, in terms of redistribution
of fishing effort, as a consequence of the spatial-based fishing
regulation (Abbott and Haynie, 2012; Miethe et al., 2014; Cabral
et al., 2017; Girardin et al., 2017).
One of the most widely used approach to take account of
fishers’ behavior is represented by an individual-based model
(IBM) aimed at capturing the strategies applied by individual
agents (vessel captains or owners) in order to compensate for
the immediate negative economic effects associated to the spatial
restrictions (Rijnsdorp, 2000; Bastardie et al., 2010, 2014; Russo
et al., 2014b). These effects are related not only to “lost” landings
but also to the additional costs to reach, for instance, far fishing
grounds when the FRAs are located near the coast.
In order to assess the effects of nurseries protection on fishing
mortality and economic performance of demersal fisheries, a
modeling approach called SMART (Spatial MAnagement of

An overall status of overfishing is reported for most of the
demersal resources and related fisheries in the Mediterranean
Sea (FAO, 2018). Moreover, in the last decade, several
studies documented the poor exploitation patterns of trawl
fisheries characterized by high juvenile fishing mortality and high
production of discards (Colloca et al., 2013, 2017; Tsagarakis
et al., 2014; Damalas et al., 2015; Consoli et al., 2017; Maina et al.,
2018). In 2002, the EU Common Fishery Policy1 (CFP hereafter),
followed by the GFCM, forced to reduce the fleet capacity to
contrast the overfishing and to reach a fishing effort in balance
with the resources productivity. However, in the Mediterranean
Sea, also in consideration of the poor exploitation pattern of
the demersal resources, the estimated reduction of fishing effort
to reach the maximum sustainable yield (MSY) should be very
high, e.g., a reduction of the 70% of the current value, for some
species such as the hake. Considering the relationship between
age/length at first capture and FMSY (Beverton and Holt, 1957), a
classical approach to increase the stocks productivity and their
profitability is based on moving the size of the first capture
toward larger sizes (Froese et al., 2008). To achieve this objective
for demersal stocks, the EU earlier and the GFCM later adopted
a square mesh of 40 mm or a diamond mesh of 50 mm as
minimum mesh size for towed nets in the Mediterranean Sea
(EC, 2009). Although these mesh sizes are good compromises for
the mixed and the deepwater crustacean trawl fisheries, they do
not avoid catches of high quantities of undersized commercial
fish, such as hake and horse mackerels (Milisenda et al., 2017).
Moreover, since the adoption of larger mesh sizes implies the loss
of high-value yield of cephalopods and crustaceans, a possible
management option is the reduction of the mortality rate of
juveniles by prohibiting trawling when and where recruits and
juveniles aggregate. This spatial based approach can achieve
similar management targets to those usually linked to mesh size
regulations (Caddy, 1999; Frank, 2000; Pastoors, 2000; Colloca
et al., 2015).
Marine Managed Areas (MMAs), including marine reserves,
marine sanctuaries, no-take zones, closed areas, marine protected
areas, and fisheries restricted areas (FRA), are a common tool to
achieve both conservation of marine biodiversity and improve
1 https://ec.europa.eu/fisheries/cfp_en
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eastern side of the Maltese bank than in the area between Malta
Island and the Libyan coasts. From a biogeographic point of
view, the SoS connects the western and eastern Mediterranean
basins, and hosts complex and diversified benthic biocoenosis
(Garofalo et al., 2007; Coll et al., 2010) as well as a high diversity
and biomass of demersal fish community (Garofalo et al., 2007;
Gristina et al., 2013). The high productivity of fishery resources
in the SoS can be mainly ascribed to three different factors
(Milisenda et al., 2017): (1) the large extension of the continental
shelf on both the Sicilian and African side and the occurrence
of offshore fishing banks (Russo et al., 2019); (2) the occurrence
of stable upwelling and frontal systems enhancing primary and
secondary production; and (3) the ecotonal characteristics of
the area, which are expected to affect biodiversity by increasing
species richness and abundance (Kark, 2017). Bottom trawling is
the most important fishing activity in the SoS. Considering only
the Italian fishing fleets, two main trawl fishing activities can be
identified: (1) inshore trawling, mainly based on the exploitation
of the continental shelf, carried out by the fleets of seven ports
distributed along the south coast of Sicily and a small portion
(about 15%) of trawlers from Mazara del Vallo. Trawlers usually
carry out two 4- to 5-h long hauls per day, leaving early in
the morning and returning to sell the catch in the afternoon;
(2) offshore trawling, generally conducted by trawlers over 24 m
LFT and belonging to the Mazara del Vallo port. This fleet
exploits fishery resources in international waters working both
on the continental shelf and the slope down to 700–800 m depth.
Trawlers generally undertake long fishing trips (15–30 days) also
exploiting areas in other GSAs inside or adjacent to the Strait of
Sicily (i.e., GSA 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 19, and 21).
The SoS is one of the largest areas of occurrence of demersalshared stocks in the Mediterranean. These include the stocks of
DPS and HKE shared by Italian, Tunisian, and Maltese fisheries.
The DPS is the main target species of trawling amounting to
about 50% of the total landings of the Italian fleet. European
hake is the main commercial by-catch of trawlers targeting DPS,
being about 10% of their total landings. Two other economically
important species in the SoS are those of ARS and MUT. ARS
is fished almost exclusively by the Italian trawlers on slope
bottoms of the entire SoS and amounts to about 10% of the
landing. According to Gargano et al. (2017), red mullet off the
Southern coast of Sicily forms a stock unit that is exploited almost
exclusively by Italian trawlers operating on shelf bottoms. Latest
assessments carried out within the framework of the GFCM and
supported by the MedSudMed FAO regional project revealed
an overfishing status for all the stocks with the exception of
the red mullet. To improve the exploitation of the stocks, a
reduction of fishing mortality, especially on the juvenile fractions
of the stock of DPS and HKE, was recommended (SAC, 2018).
It should also be remembered that the SoS has been prioritized
for conservation (de Juan et al., 2012; Oceana, 2012) with
several sites, mainly offshore banks, and seamounts, identified
for their future inclusion in a Mediterranean network of marine
protected areas. Currently, different areas subject to trawling
restrictions are already implemented in the SoS (Figure 1C). In
the northern sector, these include the Egadi Marine Protected
Area and three FRAs established in 2016 (FAO, 2016) in

demersal Resources for Trawl fisheries) was developed (Russo
et al., 2014b).
Inside the research project “Marine protected Areas Network
Toward Sustainable fisheries in the Central Mediterranean”
(MANTIS), supported by the Directorate-General for Maritime
Affairs and Fisheries of the European Union, SMART was
updated and further developed and distributed as an R package
(smartR2 One of the most innovative characteristics of the new
version of SMART is that it accounts for the connectivity, in
terms of both larval dispersal and adult migrations, among
different spatial units. This aspect is essential to understand how
closing a given area (or a set of areas) is reflected outside and
how the spillover from FRAs to adjacent areas could contribute
to improve both fisheries and status of the stocks in the whole
system (Pincin and Wilberg, 2012; McGilliard et al., 2015).
SMART was used, within the MANTIS project, to model
the case study of Italian trawlers operating in the Strait of
Sicily (Central Mediterranean Sea—SoS hereafter). The targets
of this fishery are four species of high commercial value: the
deepwater rose shrimp (Parapenaeus longirostris—DPS), the
giant red shrimp (Aristaeomorpha foliacea—ARS), the European
hake (Merluccius merluccius—HKE), and the red mullet (Mullus
barbatus—MUT). Using a series of data collected under the
umbrella of the European Data Collection Framework in the
Fisheries Sector (DCF3 , the spatial and temporal dynamics of
resources and fisheries were simulated and used to predict the
potential effects of different management scenarios, including
(1) the fishing effort regime adopted by the Italian Government
and by the EC for demersal fisheries, (2) the FRAs adopted by
GFCM for the SoS, (3) a larger network composed of existing and
new FRAs, and (4) two different temporal stops. The scenarios
3 and 4 were defined within the framework of activities of
the MANTIS project taking into account the Local Ecological
Knowledge (LEK) of fishers. The list of simulated effects for
each scenario includes the redistribution of fishing effort, the
corresponding landings, the economic performance of the fleet,
and, finally, the outlook for the status of the target stocks. Finally,
all scenarios are analyzed within a framework of Management
Strategy Evaluation (MSE) in order to compare the effects of the
different management options.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Case Study
The case study area corresponds to the SoS and adjacent seas and
includes the FAO-GFCM Geographical Sub-Areas (GSAs) 12 to
16 and parts of GSAs 19 and 21 (Figure 1A). The continental
shelf along the southern coasts of Sicily is characterized by two
wide banks on the western (Adventure Bank) and eastern side
(Malta Bank), respectively, separated by a narrow shelf strip
(Figure 1B). The African shelf is wide along the Tunisian coasts
and becomes narrower along the Libyan coasts with the exception
of the Sirte Gulf. The continental slope is generally steeper
and more irregular between Sicily and Tunisia and along the
2 https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/smartR/index.html
3 https://datacollection.jrc.ec.europa.eu/
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FIGURE 1 | Map of the Strait of Sicily, in which (A) the GSAs 12–16, 19, and 21 are represented with the managed areas (in cyan dashed lines) where trawl fishing is
forbidden; (B) the main bathymetries (−200, −400, and −800) are represented together with the 15 × 15 nautical miles grid (in gray) used to set up the model; (C)
the network of the nine areas considered for the spatial scenarios are represented by orange polygons, numbered in a clockwise order: 1, Egadi islands; 2, East of
Adventure Bank; 3, West of Gela Bank; 4, East of Malta Bank; 5, Capo Passero; 6, “Fondaletto”; 7, “Mammellone”; 8, West of Pantelleria; 9, Cape Bon shoal; 10,
Skerki Bank; 11, Galite Bank; (D) the mean annual fishing effort, in the period 2012–2016, is represented with a red-scale color (log of total fishing hours). Figures
were created using the R package ggmap (Kahle and Wickham, 2013) using Map tiles by Stamen Design, under CC BY 3.0 and data by OpenStreetMap contributors
(2017).

correspondence of the main stable nurseries of European hake
and deepwater pink shrimp identified along the Italian–Maltese
continental shelf. In the southern part of the SoS, the wide area
called “Mammellone” subject to trawling restrictions has been
implemented by an agreement between Italy and Tunisia with
the aim of fish restocking. All these areas were considered as
forming a network of spatial closures to be used in the simulation
scenarios of SMART. Additionally, four further areas located
in the Tunisian platform were considered. They are potential
nurseries of European hake as preliminarily identified within the
MANTIS project by integrating maps drawn by fishers (LEK) and
a predictive model of hake recruits distribution developed in the
south-central Mediterranean (Garofalo, 2018).

systems (VMS) and were considered for this study. The LOA
of each vessel was retained from the EU Community Fishing
Fleet Register4 and used as the best proxy of vessel’s fishing
capacity (Russo et al., 2018). The fishing effort deployed by each
Italian trawler operating in the SoS was quantified, for the 60
months in the years 2012–2016, using VMS data provided by
the Italian Ministry of Agricultural, Food and Forestry Policies,
within the scientific activities related to the Italian national
program implementing the European Union Data Collection
Framework in the Fishery Sector. VMS data were processed
using the VMSbase platform (Russo et al., 2011a,b, 2014a,
2016), an R add-on package providing a complete suite of tools
for cleaning, interpolating, and filtering of VMS pings. The
amount of fishing effort (in fishing hours) was estimated for each
trawler/month/cell of the grid (Figure 1D). Although logbook
data could represent the main source of information about catch

Data
The fleet of Italian trawlers operating in the SoS during the year
2016 accounted for 395 vessels with length-over-all (LOA) ≥
12 m. A total of 367 of these are equipped with vessel monitoring
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of the smartR package, can be summarized in the following
logical steps:

and landing (Gerritsen and Lordan, 2011), several reasons (see
Russo et al., 2018 for a detailed list) supported the adoption, in
Italy and other similar Mediterranean countries, of a statistical
sampling scheme, based on questionnaires filled by researchers at
harbors, to collect vessel-specific monthly landing data (EC, 2008;
EUROSTAT, 2015). These data for the Italian trawlers operating
within the SoS in the period of interest were therefore used in this
study. Catch data by species were derived from the sampling for
biological data from commercial fisheries (CAMPBIOL) carried
out as part of the Italian plan for DCF. Sampling was performed
monthly to evaluate the quarterly length distribution of species
in the catches. Data were collected both by scientific observers
onboard commercial bottom trawlers and by fishers through selfsampling. These data were used to obtain the age composition
of CPUE. The geo-referenced data of abundance at sea of the
four target species were collected during scientific bottom trawl
surveys: the “Mediterranean international bottom trawl survey”
(MEDITS) carried out in the northern part of the SoS from 1994
to 2016 and the Italian national trawl surveys GRUND (Relini,
2000) carried out in a large area covering GSA 16 and portions
of adjacent GSAs from 1990 to 2008. The MEDITS data were
used for both tuning the catch data and estimating the spatial
distribution by age of each species, while the GRUND data were
used only for estimating the spatial distribution by age class. The
economic data were derived from the sampling for economic data
from commercial fisheries as part of the Italian plan for DCF. The
raw data are composed of 587 records of costs, for each vessel
subject to the economic survey available for the 2-year period of
2014–2015 (301 vessels for 2014 and 286 for 2015). Each record
is related to the activity of a single fishing unit and the sample is
representative approximately of the 56% of the VMS monitored
fleet. The cost data report the amount of expenses sustained
by each vessel to perform the fishing operations disaggregated
into three main categories of costs: spatial-based, effort-based,
and production-based. The spatial-based costs summarize all the
economic items proportional to the expenses linked to the spatial
pattern; the effort-based costs gather all the fixed costs connected
to the daily activity independently from the location choices (i.e.,
crew salary, maintenance, insurance); the production-based costs
summarize the costs incurred by the commercialization of the
landed species and it is proportional to the landed quantities.

1. Processing landings data, combined with VMS data, to
estimate the spatial/temporal productivity of each cell, in
terms of aggregated landings per unit of effort (LPUE) by
species, according to the method described and applied in
Russo et al. (2018);
2. Processing biological data to estimate LPUE by age and by
species, for each cell/time;
3. Analyzing VMS data to assess the fishing effort
by vessel/cell/time;
4. Combining LPUE by age with VMS data to model the
landings by vessel/species/length class/time/cell;
5. Estimating the cost by vessel/time associated with a given
effort pattern and the related revenues, as a function of the
landings by vessel/species/length class/time (step 4);
6. Combining costs and revenues by vessel, at the yearly scale, to
obtain the profit, which is the proxy of the vessel performance.
profit could be aggregated at the fleet level to estimate the
overall performance;
7. Using estimated landings by species/age, together with survey
data, to run mice model for the selected case of study in order
to obtain a biological evaluation of the fisheries.
Each of these steps corresponds to a different module of the R
package. The relationship between each module of SMART (in
gray) and its data sources (box at the center of the image) is
represented in Figure 2A. The quantities (e.g., LPUE) generated
by the different modules, and used in the intermediate steps of
the model, are represented in dark yellow.
While the different modules are described in detail in
the successive subsections, in Figure 2B, the rationale of the
simulation approach applied at the level of the individual trawler
is summarized. Figure 2B also represents the flux diagram for
the sequence of steps in the previous bullets points. SMART
includes an IBM predicting the allocation of the fishing effort for
each vessel under different scenarios. Starting from the observed
effort pattern by vessel, several scenarios can be virtually applied
in order to predict the pattern resulting from the adaptation of
each vessel to the new situation. Firstly, pc,t,v , which is the spatial
(for each cell c) and temporal (for each time t) distribution of
the effort for each vessel v, is reconstructed using VMS data.
Afterward, this distribution is modified in space and/or time
according to the selected scenario. For instance (scenario with
FRA), pc,t,v , is set to zero if c ∈ FRA, where FRA is the set of cells
closed to fisheries. Otherwise, pc,t,v is set to zero if t ∈ B, where B
is the set of times during which a temporal stop of fishing activity
is set. Since it is possible to assume that the effort would simply
reallocate according to the remaining distribution rescaled to
the total effort, candidate configurations were obtained by
multinomially sampling points when c ∈
/ FRA| t ∈
/ B from this
distribution. Checking whether the associated profit is greater
than the previous ones will validate this candidate configuration
(Figure 2B). If the configuration is not valid, it will be discarded
and another candidate configuration will be drawn. Otherwise,
pc,t,v is updated and the whole procedure is repeated until a
convergence criterion is met. These steps are repeatedly carried

Model Structure and Workflow
The spatial domain of the SMART model for the SoS was
defined as a grid with 500 square cells (15 × 15 nautical miles)
(Figure 1B). This grid is coherent with the one defined by the
GFCM5 Although several studies demonstrated that large spatial
scale could lead to distortions in the analysis of fishing effort
and related spatial indicators (Mills et al., 2007; Lambert et al.,
2012; Hinz et al., 2013), the spatial resolution applied in this study
was selected to harmonize coverage (i.e., number of observation
by cell) over different data sources (i.e., VMS, landings and
CAMPBIOL) and to limit the number of spatial units (cells),
which is a critical parameter affecting computational features of
the model. The rationale of the model, as well as the workflow
5 http://www.fao.org/gfcm/data/maps/grid/en/
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Spatial LPUE and Age Structure of
Landings
Monthly landings were combined with VMS data (using the
fishing vessel and temporal range of the fishing activity as
references) to estimate the monthly LPUE for each species and
cell of the grid (see Russo et al., 2018, for an extensive description
of this procedure). The LPUE obtained are initially aggregated
by species and across all the different age classes (cohorts). The
aggregated LPUE were than transformed in LPUE by size using
the biological data (CAMPBIOL) about length composition of
catch. The age of each individual was estimated from its length to
determine the demographic structure of catch and thus to convert
the length–frequency distribution (LFD) of catch into an age–
frequency distribution. The growth parameters, according to the
Von Bertalanffy model, were estimated internally to the SMART
model (see Table 1 for the estimated values). The Von Bertalanffy
model is described by the differential equation:
dL
= k1 (L∞ − l)
dt

(1)

where L is the length at time t, k1 is the growth rate parameter,
and L∞ is the asymptotic length at which growth is zero. The
commonly employed parametrization of the solution is:
L (t) = L∞ (1 − e−k1 (t−t1 ) )

(2)

where t1 is the time at which an individual fish would have had
zero length.
Providing the maximum supposed number of components
(cohorts) of the mixture, the routine implemented in
smartR returns:
1. The estimated age by individual and species;
2. A vector of cohorts proportion by species, time (month),
and cell. these proportions are used to split the LPUE
by species/month/cell into LPUE by species/age/month/cell,
using the length–weight parameters in Table 1.
Sex of each individual was not considered and parameter
values for the unsexed class were used. The mixture analysis
implemented in R is based on the Markov Chain Monte Carlo
(MCMC) stochastic simulation engine JAGS (Just Another Gibbs
Sampler; Plummer, 2003). An extensive description of this
procedure is in preparation.

FIGURE 2 | Representation of (A) the architecture of the smartR model,
showing as the different input data are processed by different modules; (B)
summary of the IBM implemented to obtain the economic quantities to be
optimized in relation to the effort pattern of each vessel; (C) the typical
workflow, from DCF data to the final MSE evaluation.

Connectivity
smartR allows integrating the role of connectivity among the
cells or set of cells, composing the spatial model. Two aspects
of connectivity were considered: the connectivity due to larval
dispersal from spawning to nursery areas and that concerning
the reproductive migration from the nursery/feeding grounds to
spawning areas. To do this, the original version of the Elman
Multilayer Perceptron Network (EMPN) of SMART (Russo et al.,
2014b) was modified to predict the LPUE by species/age of each
cell i at time t using as input the following variables: (1) the
amount of fishing effort at time t−1; (2) the time of the system (in
months); (3) the LPUE by species/age of cell i at time t−1; and (4)

out, for each vessel, in IBM optimization (Figure 2C). When
the optimization ends for all the vessels in the fleet, aggregated
revenues, costs, and profit can be computed for the whole fleet.
In the same time, the total landings by species/age (or size)
are passed to the MICE model devised to assess the biological
consequences of the selected scenario. Finally, economic and
biological outcomes for the selected scenarios are compared in a
Management Scenario Evaluation (MSE). A complete list of input
data and related features is provided in Table S1.
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TABLE 1 | Biological parameters not referred to age.
Relationship
Von Bertalanffy growth equation

Species

k

L∞ (mm)

t0

Sources

ARS

0.610

67.2

−0.118

This work

DPS

0.600

44.95

−0.118

This work

HKE

0.100

926.82

0.0471

This work

MUT

0.329

229.53

0.0305

This work

α

β

ARS

0.0025

2.48

SAC-GFCM

DPS

0.0033

2.46

SAC-GFCM

HKE

0.0040

3.15

SAC-GFCM

MUT

0.0010

3.04

SAC-GFCM

Length–weight relationship

The Von Bertalanffy growth parameters and the length–weight parameters were used to set up the growth model and convert number of individuals by species and length in biomasses.
ARS, Aristaeomorpha foliacea; DPS, Parapenaeus longirostris; HKE, Merluccius merluccius; MUT, Mullus barbartus.

depths) and geographical location and shapes of spawning and
nursery areas of the four target species (Colloca et al., 2013).
Hydrodynamic variables with daily frequency were retrieved
by the Copernicus6 Marine platform that is responsible for
the dissemination of multiannual dataset of the Mediterranean
Forecasting System (MFS). MFS reanalyses components are
derived by the application of the ocean general circulation
model NEMO-OPA (Madec, 2008) that is implemented in the
Mediterranean basin at 1/16◦ by 1/16◦ (about 6 km) horizontal
resolution and 72 unevenly spaced vertical levels (Oddo et al.,
2009). Geographical distributions of spawning and recruitment
areas were available by observational datasets (Colloca et al.,
2013); if not available, they were inferred by integrating substrate
and bathymetry information, at a scale of 1:100,000 (EMODnet
portal7 , which are typical of juvenile recruits and adults of the
target species.
The Lagrangian model uses external time step corresponding
to the daily frequency of the released physics products of the
zonal and meridional current velocities and an internal time
step of 1,800 s, for stability reasons. Turbulent horizontal and
vertical components are given by the constant value of 4.9
m2 s−1 in agreement with a numeric approach based on the
computational grid spatial resolution (Okubo, 1971). During
each model simulation, a numerical particle is released at the
center of each grid cell (2.6 by 3.3 km) with daily frequency,
within the edges of the spawning areas and with random depth
along the water column. Since we do not model growth explicitly,
in the absence of a defined relationship linking temperature
and larval phase duration, larvae are assumed to reach the
minimum length for settling in two time windows: 10–30 and
40–60 days after spawning. The 10–30 days group can mimic
a fast-growing larvae being spawned during summer months,
while the 40–60 days group can mimic larvae being spawned
during winter months. For this reason, each model simulation
includes two different values for the age of settlement and death
of numerical particles.

the weighted mean LPUE by species/age at time t−1 in the set of
donor/receiving cells defined for each cell of the grid (Figure 3).
The set of donor/receiving cells was defined using a connectivity
matrix containing the estimated flux, by species/age, for each
pair of cells. Fluxes were quantified as positive values for the
donor cells and negative for the receiving cells. This connectivity
matrix was generated, for the different life stages of each species,
using the procedure described in the next subsections. The
LPUE by species/age were computed disaggregating the LPUE by
species described in the section Spatial LPUE and Age Structure
of Landings with the proportion by age described in the same
section. In this study, it was assumed that the grid defined above
defines the boundaries of the system, for the four species. Hence,
it was also assumed that immigration and emigration fluxes
between the system and the adjacent areas are negligible.

Larval Dispersal From Spawning to Nursery Areas
The connectivity between spawning and nursery areas was
investigated by the adoption of numerical modeling (Gargano
et al., 2017). The model consists of an off-line larvae transport
model that runs with stored ocean model hindcasts (North
et al., 2006). The seeding of numerical particles varies with
the dimension of the spawning area of each species, and it
ranges in between 530 and 934 per day. Particles are passively
advected by ocean currents; once they reach the appropriate
age for settlement, the model tests the location of particles to
determine if they are found inside or outside a nursery area.
Advection equation is solved (using, a fourth-order Runge-Kutta
scheme) for the current velocities at the particle location using
an iterative process that incorporates velocities at previous and
future times to provide the most robust estimate of the trajectory
of particle motion in water bodies with complex fronts and eddy
(Dippner, 2004). A random displacement model (Visser, 1997)
is implemented within the larval transport model to simulate
sub-grid scale turbulent particle motion in the vertical direction
and a random walk model is used to simulate turbulent particle
motion in the horizontal direction. The spatial information
about the SoS domain that was used to implement the
Lagrangian model includes the modeled hydrodynamic variables
(i.e., zonal and meridional current velocity at all computed
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FIGURE 3 | Representation of the Elman network devised to process temporal time series of LPUE for each species in the model. The input layer comprises three
blocks of neurons: one for fishing effort and time, one for the temporal series of LPUE, by age, in cell I, and one for the temporal series, by age, of mean LPUE in the
donor/receiving cells. The input neurons directly propagate the information to the basic hidden neurons. At each step of the training procedure, the updated pattern of
the basic hidden neurons is memorized by the context neurons and, at the successive step, propagated to the basic hidden neurons together with the new information
in the input neurons. The output layer contains as many neurons as the number of age classes of the species considered. Modified from Russo et al. (2014b).

The Lagrangian model runs for the period in between 2012
and 2015 for each target species, and the obtained results were
processed to evaluate the origin of numerical particles that
settle into defined nursery areas, hence providing connectivity
information. At this intent, the particle fluxes (PFs) were
computed with Equation 3. CA is the number of numerical
particles that settle in a nursery area (A) during the time range of
the simulations (j). CA is normalized by the number of particles
(Ns ) that are released in the spawning region.
PFs =

n
1 X
CAj
NS

the individuals from each dataset to obtain a single homogeneous
distribution for each age class and fish species.
Although the two datasets slightly differ from each other, with
MEDITS and GRUND campaigns occurring during summer
and autumn months, respectively, this simplified merging
procedure could be applied, with the investigated process being
characterized by annual time scale. Furthermore, the use of
normalized quantities allowed us to consider data from different
sources and to focus the analysis on the relative distribution
of the abundances of each age class. According to the species,
the abundances by age were grouped distinguishing juveniles
from adults, assuming these as individuals belonging to fully
mature age groups (Table 2). The obtained datasets were adopted
to infer the moving of fishes across age classes. Considering
the abundance like a tracer, the transport equation for a
conservative tracer was evaluated between age class groups (0 and
higher). Potential migration from nurseries/feeding grounds to
spawning areas for each species was hence computed inverting
the conservation equation expressed by:

(3)

j=1

Results are organized in connectivity matrices showing for each
year and for each time windows the identification numbers of
spawning and nursery areas and the ratio between released and
recruited particles, representing the success of recruitment of the
released particles. For DPS species, the Supplementary Materials
report a graphical example of connectivity (Figure S1) using PFs
(Equation 3), between known spawning and recruitment areas of
the SoS.

dA
∂U
∂V
= ∇F = −
−
∂t
∂x
∂x

Juveniles’ Migration From Nursery/Feeding Grounds
to Spawning Areas
The juveniles’ migration patterns were investigated for each fish
species following an empirical approach. Fish movements were
derived by comparing the distribution in space of different age
groups at different moments. In order to have complete coverage
of the SoS, abundances by species and age were derived by
integrating MEDITS dataset with GRUND survey and catch data.
The merging procedure was carried out over a common sampling
grid and consisted in the sum of the normalized abundances of
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(4)

where A is the abundance, considered as a conservative tracer,
and F is a flux that is, in turn, derived by the computation of the
spatial gradient between abundances of adjacent age classes.
For each fish species, the abundance distributions of each age
class were considered a sequence of steady states. Within this
context, Equation 4 was treated following a numerical approach
obtaining the following algebraic expression for the horizontal
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TABLE 2 | Biological parameters referred to age, used to set up MICE model.
Species
ARS

DPS

HKE

MUT

Age

Natural mortality

Proportion of maturity

Selectivity (fisheries)

Selectivity (survey)

0

1.42

1

0.58

2

0.44

Sources

0.2

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.75

1

SAC-GFCM

1

1

1

SAC-GFCM

SAC-GFCM

3

0.38

1

1

1

SAC-GFCM

4+

0.35

1

1

1

SAC-GFCM

0

1.42

0.03

0.5

0.75

SAC-GFCM

1

1.09

0.98

1

1

SAC-GFCM

2

1.05

1

1

1

SAC-GFCM

3+

1.03

1

1

1

SAC-GFCM

0

1.38

0.01

0.5

1

SAC-GFCM

1

0.56

0.16

0.75

1

SAC-GFCM

2

0.27

0.61

1

1

SAC-GFCM

3

0.22

0.93

1

1

SAC-GFCM

4

0.19

0.98

0.75

0.75

SAC-GFCM

5

0.18

1

0.5

0.5

SAC-GFCM

6

0.17

1

0.5

0.5

SAC-GFCM

7+

0.16

1

0.5

0.5

SAC-GFCM

0

1.73

0.0

0.3

0.5

SAC-GFCM

1

0.90

1

1

1

SAC-GFCM

2

0.67

1

1

1

SAC-GFCM

3

0.57

1

1

1

SAC-GFCM

4+

0.48

1

1

1

SAC-GFCM

Recruitment (mean of log)

Recruitment (sd of log)

Z before maturity

F MSY

ARS

20.00

0.93

0.8

0.41

SAC-GFCM

DPS

22.00

0.90

1.7

0.88

SAC-GFCM

HKE

19.00

0.88

1.4

0.19

SAC-GFCM

MUT

19.00

0.88

1.7

0.42

SAC-GFCM

Values of FMSY were used as reference for the MSE (Management Strategy Evaluation). ARS, Aristaeomorpha foliacea; DPS, Parapenaeus longirostris; HKE, Merluccius merluccius;
MUT, Mullus barbartus.

Equations 4 and 5 the juvenile and adult stages distributions of
the DPS are depicted.

components of F:

 

t+1
t
t
Ux,y = At+1
x+1,y − Ax,y + Ax−1,y − Ax,y

 

t+1
t
t
+
A
−
A
Vx,y = At+1
−
A
x,y
x,y
x,y−1
x,y+1

(5)

Economic Models for Costs and Revenues

(6)

The economic performance of the fleet results from the balance
between costs and revenues of all the vessels actively involved
in the fishery. Thus, to evaluate the economic performance of
the fishing fleet, it is firstly necessary to model, at the scale
of the single vessel, the operational cost linked to the fishing
activity with the corresponding revenue and then to aggregate
revenues and costs for the whole fleet. For each fishing vessel,
the economic performance is determined by the profit resulting
from its strategy, which results from the subtraction of the costs
from the revenues. Here, the strategy is represented by the fishing
grounds selection and the amount of effort deployed. Two blocks
of economic parameters were considered to estimate costs and
revenues related to the fishing activity of each trawler. Namely,
costs were modeled in terms of their “spatial-based,” “effortbased,” and “production-based” components. Spatial-based costs
are a function of spatial locations of fishing operations (i.e., the

where Ux,y , Vx,y represent the horizontal components of F for the
point x, y of the regular mesh previously described, Atx,y is the
number of individuals of age class t at point x, y, the subscript
indicates a shift forward or backward in the mesh point of 1
unit, in the meridional or zonal directions, and the superscript
+1 indicates a shift forward in the age class. Therefore, for each
point of the regular sampling grid, the total number of individuals
migrated to the nearest points between adjacent ages classes
were estimated.
This method assumes that the potential migration among
subsequent age classes is based on cell length. Thus, the obtained
results only provide qualitative information on the direction
pattern between age classes. As an example, in the Figure S2,
the migration patterns obtained considering as input data for
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The production-based costs are linked to the amount of
landings (e.g., commercialization costs). They are defined as:

fishing grounds). Given that, for each vessel, different fishing
grounds are characterized by different distances from the harbor
of departure (computed as the linear distance between the center
of each cell and the positions of the harbors), these costs are
mainly related to the fuel consumption. Monthly values of
fuel price were provided by the Italian National Institute of
Statistics (ISTAT8
Accordingly, a spatial index (SI) was computed, for each vessel
v and time t (month) as:
SIv,t =

C
X

dv,c Ec,v,t

PCv,t = µ × LV v,t

where PCv,t are the production-based costs, in Euros, beard by
vessel v during the time period t, µ is the parameter to be
estimated, and LVv,t are the landing value, which is the product
of landings by species and size times the respective prices.
The total costs (TC) for vessel v during the period t are:
TCv,t = SCv,t + ECv,t + PCv,t + ε

(7)

where dv,c is the distance between cell c and the harbor of
departure for the vessel v, and Ec,v,t is the amount of effort (in
hours of fishing) deployed by vessel v in the cell c during the time
period t.
The relationship for spatial-based costs (SC), is then
defined as:

Rv,t =

qs,l,t × ps,l,t

(12)

l

where qs,l,t is the amount of landings for the species s and
size class l during the period t by the respective price at the
market (ps,l,t ).
Thus, the Profit (P) for vessel v during the period t is:

(8)

Pv,t = Rv,t − TCv,t

(13)

And, for the whole fleet, during the year y:
Py =

V
T X
X

Pv,t

(14)

t=1 v=1

Values of prices at the market by species and length class, together
with the price of fuel, were partially retrieved by Russo et al.
(2014b) and integrated using the public database provided by the
“Istituto di servizi per il mercato agricolo alimentare” (ISMEA9 ).

MICE Model
The new version of SMART adopted a MICE approach to model
the population dynamics of the exploited resources (Morello
et al., 2014; Plagányi, 2014; Punt et al., 2016). The model describes
the exploitation of resources by fisheries as well as the main
inter-specific and intra-specific trophic interactions (Figure 4).
Unlike HKE and DPS, MUT, and ARS were considered as
stand-alone stocks not characterized by a trophic relationship
with other investigated species. The chosen framework models
a simple Statistical Catch at Age (SCAA) with a basic population
dynamic where the catch-at-age datasets are fitted for multiple
cohorts simultaneously and the fishing mortality is split into
age and year components (Doubleday, 1976) where the catchat-age datasets are fitted for multiple cohorts simultaneously and
the fishing mortality is split into age and year components. The
age-structured population dynamic is designed with a forward
projection method, and it is modeled as:

(9)

where ECv,t are the effort-based costs, in Euros, bore by vessel v
during the time period t and γ is the parameter to be estimated.
Here, the term LOAv is aimed at capturing the effect of vessel size
in terms of, for instance, the crew size.

Nya

8 https://dgsaie.mise.gov.it/prezzi_carburanti_mensili.php
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S X
X
s=1

where SCv,t are the spatial-based costs, in Euros, bore by vessel v
during the time period t, SIv,t is the spatial index defined above,
LOAv is the length-over-all of the vessel v, and α is the parameter
to be estimated. According to Lindebo (2000) and the authors’
experience, de-rating practices and the exclusion of auxiliary
engines could lead to relevant differences between official
Engine Power (KW) and maximum effective KW. Moreover,
official records for EKW have proved to be completely skewed,
suggesting the adoption of alternative parameters (Sardá, 2000).
Thus, LOA was preferred to KW because we consider the official
data about LOA more reliable than those about KW. While a
detailed reconstruction (e.g., at the scale of single trip) of the
fuel consumption is beyond the scope of this paper, the spatialindex we computed includes both the amount of effective time
fishing by cell/vessel and the relative distance by cell. In this way,
our target is an aggregated estimation of fuel cost (SCv,t ), mainly
driven by the vessel-specific fishing footprint (SIv,t ).
The effort-based costs are independent of the locations of
fishing operations and are defined as a function of the number
of days at sea spent by each vessel. This component of the costs is
devised to consider the labor costs (e.g., salaries) and the other
expenses (repair/maintenance of the vessel) directly linked to
the temporal duration of fishing activities. VMS data allow us
to easily assess the number of days at sea (DS) for each vessel v
during the period t. Thus,
ECv,t = γ × LOAv × DSv,t

(11)

The corresponding Revenues (R) for vessel v during the period
t are:

c=1

SCv,t = α × LOAv × SI v,t

(10)




R0 eǫy
Ny−1a−1 e−Zy−1a−1
=

Ny−1x−1 e−Zy−1x−1 + Ny−1z e−Zy−1

(15)

9 http://www.ismea.it/flex/FixedPages/IT/WizardPescaMercati.php/L/IT
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FIGURE 4 | Representation of the relationships between trawl fishing and the main stocks exploited in the Strait of Sicily, together with the main trophic relationships
between stocks. Adult HKE is a predator of DPS and HKE juveniles. MUT and ARS were considered as stand-alone stocks with no trophic relationship with other
investigated species. The source of the image for ARS is Fischer et al. (1987). The source of the images for DPS, HKE, and MUT is FAO (2017). All these images were
reproduced with permission of FAO Copyrigh Office.

The mortality rate for DPS and HKE of age ≤ 2 can be modeled
according to:

where Nya is the number of individual of age a in the year y,
R0 is the median recruitment with a yearly deviation of eǫy ,
and x is the maximum age class. Only one source of uncertainty
was considered, namely, process error, due to variation in future
recruitment. To do this, 100 projections of the model were
carried out and, in each projection, the future recruitment is
generated as:
s
Ny,0

2

=

s
s
Rs0 eεy −(σR ) /2

where

εys

∼ N(0;

2
σRs )

2, DPS
My,a
2, HKE
My,Age≤2
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−1

α HKE BHKE
y, Age>2
β HKE + BHKE
y, Age>2

S̃2,HKE
y,Age≤2 = e

−1

!

(20)

−M 2,HKE
y,Age≤2

(21)

And the survival rate for HKE is modeled as:

(17)
S̃HKE
y,a =

α HKE (BDPS
+ BHKE
y
y, Age≤2 )
β HKE + (BDPS
+ BHKE
y
y, Age≤2 )

(22)

The parameterization of the secondary mortality M2 , for both
DPS and HKEAge≤2 , and the survivability of S̃HKE
y,a are constrained
s
s
by α and β as the parameters of the interaction functions, M̃as
is a measure of mortality, and Bsy, a is the start-year biomass for
species s, where α = β + 1 and, for the predator (HKE older than
2 years):

(18)

where Ma1,DPS is the natural mortality rate at age a, Sa is the
fishery selectivity at age a, Fy is the fishing mortality of the year y,
2,DPS is the rate of natural mortality during year i for DPS
and My,a
of age a due to HKE predation, while for HKE, the total mortality
was modified to account for the cannibalism behavior of older
HKE that predates younger HKE with age smaller than or equal
to 2 years (Carrozzi et al., 2019), giving:
2,HKE
Zya = Ma1,HKE + Sa Fy + My,a

=

HKE
M̃Age≤2

β DPS + BDPS
y

!

Additionally, the population dynamic of HKE is also defined in
terms of survivability due to abundances of preys:

where Ma is the natural mortality rate at age a, Sa is the fishery
selectivity at age a, and Fy is the fishing mortality of the year
y. The prey–predator interactions are modeled as a secondary
source of mortality. For DPS, this relationship was modified to
account the predation by HKE (Carrozzi et al., 2019):
2,DPS
Zya = Ma1,DPS + Sa Fy + My,a

=

(16)

s
where Ny,0
is the number of age-0 animals of species s at the start
of year y, Rs0 is the average number of age-0 animals of species s,
and σRs is the extent of variation in recruitment for species s.
In general, the total mortality Z of the age group during year y
is defined as:

Zya = Ma + Sa Fy

α DPS BHKE
y

M̃aDPS

β=

1−χ
2 ∗χ − 1

(23)

While for the prey (DPS and HKE younger than 2 years):
β=

(19)

11

2 ∗χ − 1
1−χ

(24)
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Simulated Scenarios

TABLE 3 | Parameters of the trophic relationships considered into the MICE
model.
Species

Type

χ

The list of management scenarios explored is summarized in
Table 4. The first one was represented by the status quo providing
a baseline for assessing the potential effect of the other scenarios.
The Effort Regime scenario was based on the Multi-Annual
Management Plan adopted by the Italian Governments and by
the EC for demersal fisheries in the SoS. Moreover, two sets
of scenarios were used to evaluate the effectiveness of spatial
and temporal closures of trawling, respectively. Spatial closures
corresponded to (1) the year-round closure of trawl fishing
in the three FRA identified by the REC.CM-GFCM/40/2016/4
of GFCM; (2) the year-round closure of the full network of
FRA (Figure 1C) identified within the MANTIS project, which
comprises the three GFCM FRA off the Sicilian coast and other
nurseries of hake identified with the support of the fishers’ LEK
off the African coast. Temporal closures corresponded to two
scenarios suggested by stakeholders (fishers) within a series of
participatory meetings organized by the MANTIS project and
held in 2018 in Mazara del Vallo and Portopalo di Capo Passero,
two of the main Sicilian harbors hosting trawlers: (1) the socalled “Winter stop,” which is the complete stop of trawl fishing
in February and March, followed by 2 months of reduced activity
(3 fishing days per week instead of 5 as happens in the rest of
the year); (2) the so-called “Summer stop,” which is the complete
stop of trawl fishing in September and October, followed by 2
months of reduced activity (3 fishing days per week instead of
5 as happens in the rest of the year).
For each scenario, a series of 100 simulations were carried out
by (1) using the years 2012–2016 to set up and train the model on
observed data; (2) simulating the entry into force of management
action in 2017; (3) estimating the displacement of the fishing
effort and the related landings, costs, revenues, and profit; (4)
estimating the new exploitation pattern (F at age for each species)
and using it to run the MICE model and projecting its effects on
stocks along a 5-year period in terms of Spawning Stock Biomass
of each stock.
An MSE was carried out by comparing the overexploitation
rate (defined, for each stock, as the ratio between the estimated
F and the most recent value of F0.1 , as proxy of FMSY , available
in the literature), the ratio between the mean SSB forecast for the
years 2018–2022, the mean SSB for the years 2012–2016, and the
forecast profit for the fleet. Thus, nine parameters (four values



DPS

Prey of HKE

0.8

0.3

HKE age >2

Predator of HKE < 2

0.9

0.1

ARS, Aristaeomorpha foliacea; DPS, Parapenaeus longirostris; HKE, Merluccius
merluccius; MUT, Mullus barbartus. χ indicates the survival coefficients and Ω indicates
the predation coefficients.

To ease the input parameterization, we replaced biomass by
relative biomass:
Preys

Py

=

BDPS
+ BHKE
y
y, Age≤2
BDPS
+ BHKE
0
0, Age≤2

(25)

The parameters of Equation 20, M̃aDPS , α DPS , and β DPS for DPS
HKE , α HKE , and β HKE for HKE of age ≤ 2, are then
and M̃Age≤2
specified by defining the parameters χ DPS and χ HKE as the
survival coefficients and DPS and HKE≤2 as the predation
coefficients, i.e.,
2, HKE
HKE≤2 MaHKE = My,Age≤2

2, DPS
DPS MaDPS = My,a

(26)

Values for χ and Ω are reported in Table 3. Furthermore, the
catch at age in numbers for each year Cya are estimated as:
Sa Fy
Nya (1 − e−Zya )
Zya

Cya =

(27)

While the catch-in-weight for year y is:
C˜y =

X

wa+1/2 Cy,a

(28)

a

where wa is the weight of animal of age a. The catch-at-age
datasets are assumed to be multinomially distributed, while the
survey estimates of abundance by age class are assumed to be
log-normally distributed with a standard error of the log that is
independent of age and year.
The spawning biomass, for each species and year, is accounted
for in the middle of the year as modeled by the expression:

SSBy =

x
X

wa ma Nya e−0.5Zya

of

four values of

SSBScenario
2017−2022
status quo

, and one value for profit) were

SSB2017−2022

compared across the different scenarios.

(29)

RESULTS

a=0

Spatial LPUE and Age Structure of
Landings

The model time period runs from 2012 to 2016.

Given that a detailed analysis of LPUE in space and time is
beyond the scope of this paper, the description was limited to
the mean pattern by species (Figure 5). The estimated LPUE
for the four species were characterized by different ranges. The
highest mean values were associated to DPS, reaching 2 kg per
meter of LOA and hour of fishing, followed by ARS (0.7 kg/m/h),

Model Validation
The trained smartR model was checked, for the years 2012 to
2016, by comparing the modeled SSB and total annual landings,
by species, with the official DCF ones. The outputs of this
comparison are reported in the Figure S3.
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TABLE 4 | Summary of the different scenarios compared through a simulation approach.
Name

Source

Capacity regulation

Effort regulation

Spatial regulation

Status quo

–

None

None

None

Effort regime

Italian Governments and
EU

−5% (of fleet GT) with respect to
the status quo

−8% of total annual effort for each
vessel, with respect to the status quo

None

GFCM FRA

GFCM

None

None

Year-round closures of areas 2, 3,
and 4 (Figure 1C)

FRA network

MANTIS (researchers
and stakeholders)

None

None

Year-round closures of the all the
areas (Figure 1C)

Summer stop

MANTIS (stakeholders)

None

Total stop in September and October
−40% of effort in November and
December

None

Winter stop

MANTIS (stakeholders)

None

Total stop in February and March
−40% of effort in April and May

None

GT, Gross Tonnage; FRA, fisheries restricted area; GFCM, General Fisheries Commission for the Mediterranean.

FIGURE 5 | Spatial distribution of LPUE (kg/m/h) by species, as the annual mean for the period 2012–2016. Figures were created using the R package ggmap (Kahle
and Wickham, 2013) using Map tiles by Stamen Design, under CC BY 3.0 and data by OpenStreetMap contributors (2017).

HKE (0.6 kg/m/h), and MUT (0.3 kg/m/h). The main fishing
grounds of ARS were distributed offshore in the central region
of SoS, west of Maltase islands, and in the southern-east corner
of the area. Main fishing grounds for DPS along the northern
sector of the SoS were distributed in separated areas including
the northwest corner of the Sicily, a large area out of Marsala,
and the eastern border of the Malta Bank. On the contrary,
the DPS fishing grounds off the African coasts were distributed
seamlessly between 100 and 400 m depth. This spatial pattern is
very similar to the one of HKE, the main commercial bycatch
of DPS trawling. Finally, the fishing grounds of MUT were
concentrated in three main areas: the whole Adventure bank,
the east side of Sicily, and a large area off the Tunisian shelf.
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Figure 6 represents, for each species, the mean proportion of
catch by age/cell. These closely follow the corresponding patterns
of mean LPUE by species (Figure 5). It is worth noting that (1)
for ARS, the different age classes were consistently overlapped
in the three fishing grounds; (2) DPS showed a progressive shift
of the spatial distribution, according to the age, toward deeper
areas; (3) HKE cohorts occupied the same fishing grounds of
DPS, but with different proportion according to age; (4) given
the lack of information on the coastal areas off Tunisia and
Libya, the first cohort of MUT seems to be present only near
the Sicilian coast, whereas older age classes are progressively
concentrated in the offshore margin of the Adventure Bank and
Tunisian coast.
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FIGURE 6 | Distribution of the main different age classes, by species, in terms of proportion of landings. Age classes older than 3 years were aggregated to reduce
the number of submaps. Figures were created using the R package ggmap (Kahle and Wickham, 2013) using Map tiles by Stamen Design, under CC BY 3.0 and
data by OpenStreetMap contributors (2017).

likely to determine a decrease in effort on the more offshore and
deeper grounds, including the slope.
The new fishing effort patterns from the different scenarios
were associated to the pattern of fishing mortality by age and as
F by species of Figure 8. The effect for the four species widely
varies between scenarios. In general, the Effort Regime scenario
determines a flat-cut of the fishing mortality, irrespectively of
age. The spatial scenarios are associated to an increase of fishing
mortality for ARS, and in particular for the FRA Network
scenario. In contrast, these two scenarios are associated to a
similar and clear reduction of fishing mortality for DPS and, in
a much less remarkable way, for HKE. In the case of MUT, both
spatial scenarios correspond to a reduction of fishing mortality,
and especially the FRA Network scenario. On the other hand,
temporal scenarios are linked to very different patterns of F at
age. The Summer stop is always associated to a strong reduction
of FAAA , whereas the effects of the Winter stop are less detectable,
although present. The variation of F, expressed as % of the status
quo, under the different scenarios is summarized in Table S2.

According to the different measures corresponding to each
scenario of Table 4, SMART returned estimates of the expected
fishing effort pattern by vessel, and then at the aggregated level
of the fleet, including the fishing effort displacement, if any,
under different management scenarios (Figure 7). The Effort
Regime scenario is likely to determine the abandonment of far
fishing grounds, especially those located in the southeast part
of the SoS and off Tunisia coasts. The establishment of the
network of three FRAs defined by the GFCM is associated to
a remarkable increase of the fishing effort around these, and
a general increase in the south and southeast region of the
SoS. This effort displacement and “border-effect” is even more
evident in the FRA Network scenario, in which a kind of “ring”
encloses the areas in the network. This scenario also highlights
that a remarkable amount of the original effort is forced to
be displaced out of the FRAs located near the Tunisian coasts.
The temporal scenario represented by the “Summer stop” is
associated to a substantial decrease in fishing effort on both the
Sicilian and African shelves. In contrast, the “Winter stop” is
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FIGURE 7 | Optimized (mean over 100 simulations) fishing effort pattern, represented in red scale of Log Hours Fishing, and corresponding for the difference (Delta)
with respect to the status quo (SQ), represented in green-red scale of Log Fishing Hours, for each scenario. The FRAs are represented as white polygon in the
Spatial-based scenarios. These patterns represent the total yearly fishing effort for the Italian trawlers operating in the SoS. Figures were created using the R package
ggmap (Kahle and Wickham, 2013) using Map tiles by Stamen Design, under CC BY 3.0 and data by OpenStreetMap contributors (2017).
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FIGURE 8 | Barplot (mean and MSE) representing (A) F at age for each species and scenario, corresponding to the new fishing effort pattern after the introduction of
a different management measure; (B) the corresponding overexploitation rate ( F F ) for the different species and scenarios. Age ranges for the computation of F w̄ere
MSY

as follows: 1–3 years (ARS), 0–2 years (DPS), 1–5 years (HKE), and 1–3 years (MUT).

very similar in the status quo and the scenarios based on spatial
closures. The pattern is similar for spatial costs (i.e., fuel), given
that also this kind of cost is related to the number of fishing days.
At an aggregated level, it is worth noting that profit is more or less
equivalent under the different scenarios: always lower than in the
status quo, with the highest values occurring for the GFCM FRA
scenario and the other scenarios scoring similar values, around
70% of the status quo.
The estimated effects of the different scenarios on the SSB
mid-term trends are represented in Figure 10. The variation of
SSB 2017–2022 in the different scenarios as % of that of status
quo is summarized in Table S3. In this case, the status quo
represents a reference, and it is characterized by an increasing

Here, it is possible to observe that the largest reduction in fishing
mortalities occurs for the Summer stop scenario, followed by the
FRA Network and the GFCM FRA scenarios. The Effort Regime
scenario corresponds to a strong benefit for HKE, but less for the
other species.
From an economic point of view, the performances of the
different scenarios are summarized in Figure 9. The revenues
related to landings of ARS, DPS, and MUT largely vary between
the different scenarios, while those for HKE are quite similar, but
always lower than those of the status quo. Summer stop and FRA
Network are the two scenarios providing the lowest revenues for
MUT. Costs by effort (as the number of fishing days) are lower
for the temporal stops and the Effort Regime, while they are
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FIGURE 9 | Barplot (mean and MSE) representing (A) the values of landings for each species and scenario, corresponding to the new fishing effort pattern after the
introduction of the different management measures; (B) the corresponding costs by type and scenarios; (C) the aggregated costs, revenues, and corresponding profit
by scenario, for the whole fleet of Italian trawler.

DISCUSSION

trend for ARS, a decreasing trend for DPS (rather sharp)
and HKE, and a stable trend for MUT. The Effort Regime
scenario is associated to positive effects on ARS and a clear
decreasing trend for DPS, whereas MUT and HKE seem to
be unaffected by this measure. The spatial scenarios (GFCM
FRA and FRA Network) are instead characterized by positive
effects on all the four species, which show increasing trends
(ARS and MUT), or stable trends (DPS and HKE). The FRA
Network scenario seems particularly effective for MUT. However,
the best results are associated with the Summer stop scenario,
in which all four species are expected to increase their SSB
to levels twice as high as the status quo. In contrast, the
Winter stop scenario does not show visible effects and the
trends for the four species are very similar to those of the
status quo.
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The application of SMART to the case study of trawl fishing
in the SoS allowed exploring the possible consequences of six
management scenarios in terms of variation from the status quo.
The results, summarized in Figure 11, indicate that all alternative
management scenarios are always associated, at least in the year
of entry into force, to a decrease of the profit for the fleet with
respect to the status quo, while the biological consequences on
the stocks vary. In particular, the different options of FRAs
closure are likely to allow reaching the sustainability targets in
terms of fishing mortality for three of the four stocks considered,
whereas the effect of the two temporal-based scenarios performed
differently. After the status quo, the Winter stop scenario shows
the worst performance among all the simulated scenarios in
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FIGURE 10 | Reconstructed and predicted trends of Spawning Stock Biomass (SSB) by scenario for the different species. The white background identifies the
observed time series (years 2012–2016), while the yellow background corresponds to prediction (years 2017–2022). In the predictions, the dashed line marks the
mean trend over 100 simulations, while the gray area corresponds to the standard confidence interval.

even because the spatial component of cost is expected to exceed
the value observed for the status quo. It is therefore coherent to
observe that, for effort-based and temporal-based scenarios, the
predicted fishing effort patterns are more or less a puzzle of areas
in which the effort is expected to decrease (Figure 7).
Under the Effort Regime, the cells at the borders of the SoS
(with the exception of those near the Sicilian coast) resulted
abandoned, probably due to the cost to reach these fishing
grounds. For Winter and Summer stop scenarios, the areas
where the fishing effort decrease are much wider and only
partially overlapping. The main differences are that under the
Summer stop, the shallow bottoms off the Tunisian coast are
less exploited, while during the Winter stop, the main reduction
occurs on the slope off the Tunisian and the Libyan coast. In
other words, the Summer stop is expected to reduce fishing effort
in shallow grounds, while the Winter stop would determine an
effort reduction in deeper areas. Considering both the effect of F
and SSB, the Summer stop scenario showed a better performance
than the Winter stop. Furthermore, the Winter stop seems to
score similar to the Effort Regime: both scenarios support some
improvements for HKE, but not enough to promote a switch of
the system toward a sustainable level (Figure 10).
Analyzing the results by species, it seems that ARS has its
own story, since this stock is the only one showing a sustainable

terms of recovery rate for SSB. Conversely, the Summer stop
scenario gives the best biological effects, since it provides a mean
SSB recovery rate larger than two for the stocks (Figure 11).
However, this scenario corresponds also to a relevant reduction
(around−40%) of the profit for the fleet, while the loss of gains is
very reduced (about −10%) with the Winter stop. The situation
is, from an economic point of view, even worse for the FRA
Network. Thus, it seems that, overall, the GFCM FRA scenario
seems to be the best spatial-based approach.
The consequences in terms of fishing effort displacement are
also very different between scenarios. When spatial restrictions
are applied (i.e., in GFCM FRA and FRA Network scenarios),
effort is re-allocated in unclosed areas (Ba et al., 2019). Indeed,
fishing effort is expected to increase around the edges of FRAs,
as well as in already exploited fishing grounds. This “fishing-inthe-line” effect has been previously documented in the literature
(Wilcos and Pomeroy, 2003; Horta e Costa et al., 2013; Cabral
et al., 2017) and it is easily explainable by the fact that FRAs are
likely to host higher biomasses and support spillover of resource
for the fisheries. This chain of effects also suggests that, in the
FRA Network scenario, the establishment of the new FRAs off the
Tunisian coast could push the fleet farther (i.e., toward the fishing
grounds near the coast of Libya) with larger costs for the fuel
(Figure 9). Costs are always higher in spatial-based scenarios,
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each vessel is considered as an individual agent that reacts
to the different management measures by adapting its spatial
configuration of effort to maintain the profit, at a monthly
temporal scale, at the maximum level (as the difference between
costs and revenues). In this way, the rationale of SMART is
consistent with other spatial models (Mahévas and Pelletier,
2004; Bastardie et al., 2014; Miethe et al., 2014; Bartelings et al.,
2015; Girardin et al., 2015; Mormede et al., 2017) designed to
simulate how fishing effort could be re-allocated following any
spatial or temporal closure of fishing grounds (Girardin et al.,
2015). In fact the “implementation error,” which often impairs
the effectiveness of management policies (Wilen, 1979), occurs
exactly when fishermen behavior is not considered (Hilborn,
1985).
When comparing the two “scaled” spatial-based scenarios, the
FRA GFCM and the FRA Network of 11 FRA, which includes
the FRA GFCM, the very similar outputs of SMART suggest
that, under the FRA Network scenario, the large displacement
of effort is expected to counteract, at least in part, the positive
effects of the larger spatial closures. These results support
the rule-of-thumb prescribing that “the larger the FRA, the
best the effects” is too simplistic and sometimes deceptive
(Gaines et al., 2010; Liu et al., 2018).
Similar reasoning could be applied for temporal closures, as
the selection of the months/season to close should be carefully
evaluated considering not only the life cycle of the different
species but also the spatial distributions of the fishing effort in
the different periods of the year. This study evidences that, for the
case study of trawling in the SoS, the temporal stop of the activity
during the late summer, followed by a period of reduced activity,
is one of the best options to support the recovery of exploited
stocks. This could be explained by observing that the Summer
stop scenario is particularly effective to determine a significant
reduction of effort in more coastal waters (i.e., the Sicilian and
African shelves), hosting most of the nurseries and spawning
hotspots (Gristina et al., 2010; Garofalo et al., 2011; Colloca et al.,
2015).
Globally considered, these results suggest the critical role of
Essential Fish Habitats (i.e., nurseries and spawning areas) and
the need to protect them by using modeling exercises to inform
more ecosystem-based fisheries management strategies.
It is worth noticing that, in the present modeling approach,
the function of these areas is implicitly considered by modeling
the connectivity-mediated effects of different patterns of fishing
mortality, which is a topic addressed in few studies (McGilliard
et al., 2015; Simons et al., 2015; Khoukh and Maynou, 2018).
In the present study, larval dispersal from spawning areas to
nurseries and the reproductive migration from nurseries to
spawning areas migration are described by connectivity matrices
that do not consider growth, mortality and vertical migration
of larvae, and immigration or emigration of adults from/for
adjacent areas. This simplified approach was due to the absence
of information on behavior of larvae (Gargano et al., 2017)
and movement of adults (Khoukh and Maynou, 2018) of the
investigated species. However, comparing different approaches
including or not movement patterns to assess the effect of FRAs
on simulated stock, some authors evidenced that not considering

FIGURE 11 | Management Strategy Evaluation of the different scenarios. The
x axis corresponds to the number of stocks that are expected to be exploited
at F 0.1 after the implementation of the corresponding scenario, the y axis
corresponds to the mean recovery rate for SSB of the four stocks, computed
as

SSBScenario
2017−2022
Status quo

. The size of the bubble represents the percentage of profit

SSB2017−2022

with respect to the status quo, for each scenario, in the first year (2017) of
application. The color of the bubble groups the scenarios by type.

fishing and an increasing trend in SSB for all scenarios, and in
particular for the Summer stop. The pattern is similar for MUT,
but this species is very close to F 0.1 in the status quo and only three
different scenarios (GFCM FRA, FRA Network, and Summer
stop) seem able to strongly improve the SSB for this species.
DPS and HKE are the most challenging stocks since the overall
performance of the different scenarios is closely dependent on the
effects on these stocks. For both species, spatial-based approaches
support in the mid-term the current levels of SSB, but only
the Summer stop provides an improvement in the longer term
(2022). One of the possible explanations is that these two species
are linked by trophic relationships in the present modeling
approach. This implies that fluctuations of the biomasses of DPS
and HKE are not considered a “stand-alone,” as in single-species
assessments, but non-synchronous trends are likely to occur as
the time series expands. This could be observed in the Summer
stop forecast for DPS and HKE, where local maxima are followed
by a decrease in SSB.
In the new version of SMART, the fishing effort pattern of
each vessel is modeled as the best configuration to maximizing
individual profit. An emblematic case study on reallocation of
fishing effort after the introduction of a large fisheries spatial
closure was documented for trawl fishing in the Western Baltic
Sea, where fishers redistributed effort to areas that have had
relatively high LPUE to compensate for lost landings (Miethe
et al., 2014). Within the optimization module of SMART,
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the movements between the different spatial units in which the
stock is distributed can severely overestimated the stock biomass
(McGilliard et al., 2015), suggesting that a spatial assessment with
estimation of movement parameters among areas was the best
way to assess a species, even when movement patterns were not
clearly known.
Although we have used the most complete set of data collected
within the European DCF in the Strait of Sicily, including
trawl surveys, monitoring of commercial catches and VMS,
the accuracy of our results will improve as knowledge of the
dynamics of resources and the fleet in the area increases.
Beyond the structural difference between temporal and
spatial-based scenarios, the results of this study confirm, in
agreement with previous similar research (Churchill et al., 2016),
that FRAs located over biologically sensitive areas and aiming at
protecting critical life stages could work as “lungs” for the system
and support fishing activity in far fishing grounds.
According to Khoukh and Maynou (2018), spatial closures of a
specific nursery of HKE called Vol de Terra off the Catalan coast,
assessed by the spatial explicit bio-economic model InVEST,
would be equivalent to a reduction in fishing effort of 20% in
the entire study area. The authors reported that this management
measure would be easier to implement and would meet with
less resistance from the sector than the traditional fishing effort
reduction measure.
Unfortunately, none of the scenarios tested in this study
seems enough to fully reach sustainability targets for all the
investigated species in the short-medium term. Apart from
the economic consequences, the stock of the HKE remains
overexploited until 2022. This is surely linked to the biology
of this species, its distribution, and the inherently “mixednature” of trawl fishing in the Mediterranean Sea that makes very
difficult to reduce the fishing mortality of HKE. This failure in
identifying a fully satisfactory approach is not a novelty in the
literature, as other authors previously demonstrated that there
is no single management tool capable of satisfying all objectives
and that a suite of management tools is needed (Dichmont
et al., 2013). In the case of HKE, although it is very difficult to
reach a fishing mortality compatible with that corresponding at
F 0.1 without a dramatic reduction of trawler effort, a strategy
combining the reduction of fishing effort, the protection of
nurseries, and/or the adoption in these critical areas of a selective
grid to reduce the catch of undersized fish could be the wise
approach to improve the stock status of the species in the
Mediterranean while maintaining the profitability of the trawling
fisheries (Vitale et al., 2018).
From an economic point of view, the scenarios evaluated in
this study are always likely to cause an abrupt loss of profits for
the fleet in short–medium terms. This is the logical consequence
of reduced activity (for the temporal-based scenarios) and the
fishing ground closures for spatial-based scenarios. Both these
approaches imply an immediate reduction of landings, at least
at their entry into force, which is exactly when the economic
indicators of SMART are computed. Actually, SMART does not
forecast the values of these economic indicators when resources
reach the new equilibrium state, which is when the biological
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effects are fully achieved and the biomasses of the stocks are
recovered. This means that the economic consequences are
probably negative only in the short term, whereas the final effects
of the management could be economically more sustainable than
the status quo. The relevant increase of SSB as a consequence
of the adoption of GFCM FRAs and the Summer stop suggests
an increase of commercial catch rate and a positive effect on
the profitability of fisheries. However, the short-term economic
impact of temporal-based management measures should be
supported through economic incentives for the compliant fishers,
so that the revenues lost are in part compensated for by subsidies
until the more sustainable state of the fisheries will be reached.
Future perspectives of this study include the exploration
of additional scenarios. First of all, it could be interesting
to investigate the effects of “hybrid” spatial/temporal-based
scenarios, for instance, the combined effects of more traditional
regulation of effort with spatial/temporal closures. Given that
the reduction of fishing capacity should reduce the competition
for fishing grounds, it is possible that some negative effects
currently limiting the FRAs performance would disappear
or reduce.
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